Repressive Chromatin Affects Factor Binding at Yeast HO (Homothallic Switching) Promoter
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Background: Expression of the yeast HO gene is tightly regulated, with a large complex promoter.

Results: The Rpd3(L) histone deacetylase is recruited twice by distinct factors to different promoter regions.

Conclusion: Chromatin represses the HO promoter, making multiple coactivators required for gene expression.

Significance: Multiple factors contribute to the establishment of a tightly repressed, cell cycle-regulated promoter.

The yeast HO gene is tightly regulated, with multiple activators and coactivators needed to overcome repressive chromatin structures that form over this promoter. Coactivator binding is strongly interdependent, as loss of one factor sharply reduces recruitment of other factors. The Rpd3(L) histone deacetylase is recruited to HO at two distinct times during the cell cycle, first by Ash1 to the URS1 region of the promoter and then by SBF/Whi5/Stb1 to URS2. SBF itself is localized to only a subset of its potential binding sites in URS2, and this localization takes longer and is less robust than at other SBF target genes, suggesting that binding to the HO promoter is limited by chromatin structures that dynamically change as the cell cycle progresses. Ash1 only binds at the URS1 region of the promoter, but an ashl mutation results in markedly increased binding of SBF and Rpd3(L) at URS2, some 450 bp distant from the site of Ash1 binding, suggesting these two regions of the promoter interact. An ashl mutation also results in increased coactivator recruitment, Swi/Snf and Mediator localization in the absence of the normally required Gcn5 histone acetyltransferase, and HO expression even in the presence of a taf1 mutation affecting TFIIH activity that otherwise blocks HO transcription. Ash1 therefore appears to play a central role in generating the strongly repressive environment at the HO promoter, which limits the binding of several coactivators at URS2 and TATA region.

Chromatin is generally repressive, blocking access of factors to DNA and preventing gene transcription. Many chromatin factors can promote transcriptional activation by changing the post-translational modification status of nucleosomes, altering the positioning of nucleosomes, or by evicting nucleosomes from the DNA (1, 2).

The promoter of the yeast HO gene is under extremely tight transcriptional repression (3). HO encodes an endonuclease that initiates mating type switching by causing a double strand break at the MAT locus, and inappropriate expression of an endonuclease could be toxic. Three distinct coactivator complexes, Swi/Snf, SAGA, and Mediator, are each required for activation of HO transcription. Genetic studies have identified an array of other important factors that regulate HO, including the Sin3/Rpd3 histone acetylase (4, 5).

In contrast to most yeast genes that have small compact promoters, regulatory elements at HO extend to −1900 bp from the transcription start site, and the next upstream open reading frame is at −3084 bp. The promoter has been divided into two regions, URS1 from −1900 to 0 and URS2 from −900 to −200 (Fig. 1) (6). HO is cell cycle-regulated, and HO activation is complex, involving the sequential localization of DNA-binding factors and transcriptional coactivators (3, 7, 8). The Swi5 DNA-binding protein acts first, entering the nucleus as cells pass anaphase in mitosis then binding to two sites at −1816 and −1305 within URS1. Swi5 recruits three transcriptional coactivators, Swi/Snf, SAGA, and Mediator, and Swi5 is then rapidly degraded, leading to rapid loss of Swi5 and coactivator localization at the HO promoter. Subsequently, the SBF activator, composed of the Swi4 and Swi6 subunits, binds to the URS2 region and recruits the Swi/Snf, SAGA, and Mediator coactivators to this promoter region. The later events are dependent on the earlier ones, but it is not known whether the coactivators recruited to URS2 are the same complexes recruited to URS1.

Sequential changes in chromatin structure occur during the cell cycle at the HO promoter, well before transcription occurs (3). Initially, nucleosomes are positioned at the promoter, with the two Swi5-binding sites at −1816 and −1305 in nucleosome-free regions. Similar to some other promoters, nucleosome eviction from the HO promoter begins before transcriptional activation (9–12). The situation at HO is unusually complex as it involves ordered waves of eviction. Nucleosomes are lost first from URS1, and this event requires Swi5 and Swi/Snf. Later in the cell cycle, nucleosomes are evicted from the left end of URS2, and this requires the earlier events at URS1 and also the FACT complex, which is recruited by SBF. Next, nucleosome loss occurs at the right end of URS2, requiring the Asf1 H3/H4 histone chaperone as well as the earlier events. Finally nucleosomes are lost at the TATA region coincident with binding of RNA polymerase II and transcriptional activation. This dependent series of events reveals the presence of...
several distinct chromatin structures at this promoter and their importance in maintaining strict repression of HO expression.

The ASH1 gene was identified as a negative regulator of HO expression (13, 14). Budding yeast divides asymmetrically, producing larger mother cells and smaller daughter cells at mitotic division. HO has the unusual property of being expressed only in mother cells. The Ash1 protein is responsible for this asymmetry, with Ash1 protein accumulating primarily in daughter cells (15). Ash1 has been identified as a component of the Rpd3(L) complex (16), which is one of two complexes containing the Rpd3 histone deacetylase, Rpd3(L) and Rpd3(S). Rpd3(L) functions primarily at promoters, whereas Rpd3(S) is recruited to methylated histone H3-K36 marked by the elongating RNA polymerase II complex and functions at open reading frames to repress cryptic transcription (17–19). Ash1 shows similarity to the GATA family of DNA-binding proteins and has been suggested to target Rpd3(L) to some promoters (16).

In addition to repressing HO expression, Ash1 is required for efficient activation of the FLO11 gene required for pseudohyphal growth (20, 21) and may regulate CLN3 expression in daughter cells (22). Ash1 is therefore another regulator of HO transcription that acts by altering the structure of chromatin, in this case by assisting the recruitment of the Rpd3(L) histone deacetylase complex. Although the majority of Ash1 accumulates in daughter cells, the protein is also present in mother cells (13), and we have shown that the regulatory properties of the HO gene in mother cells is markedly affected by the Ash1 present in mothers.

In this study, we describe new complexities at the HO promoter. The recruitment of each coactivator to HO is dependent on the action of other coactivators, and thus coactivator binding is strongly interdependent. We show that the Rpd3(L) histone deacetylase is sequentially recruited to two different promoter regions during the cell cycle. Ash1 recruits Rpd3(L) only transiently to a site in URS1, but an ash1 mutation allows long lasting consequences on factor binding at distant promoter sites, suggesting that Ash1 generates repressive chromatin that persists long after Ash1 is degraded. The repressive nature of this promoter, combined with a requirement for interdependent coactivator recruitment at sequentially acting promoter elements, provides a mechanism for preventing unintentional expression of this endonuclease.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

All yeast strains used are listed in supplemental Table S1 and are isogenic in the W303 background (23). Standard genetic methods were used for strain construction (24, 25). The ho(AURS2)−929 to −172) mutant strain was constructed by transforming DY5401, which has URA3 inserted into the HO promoter at −1496 to −1222, with NsiI-PstI digested plasmid R1222, with NsiI-PstI digested plasmid (1166-m) mutation was generated using 5-fluoroorotic acid. The AATCGCGTAAAA to “AATATT,” and using 5-fluoroorotic acidated by PCR-directed mutagenesis, converting the sequence /H11032 stream of the 3’UTR. Promoter mutations were verified by direct sequencing. Plasmids used are listed in supplemental Table S2. Details of plasmid construction are available upon request.

Cell cycle synchronization was performed by galactose withdrawal and re-addition with a GAL::CDC20 strain grown at 25 °C in YEP medium containing 2% galactose and 2% raffinose (26). A high degree of synchrony was demonstrated by flow cytometry analysis, budding indices, and analysis of cell cycle regulated mRNAs (data not shown). In other experiments, cells were grown in YEPD medium at 30 °C (25), unless otherwise noted. Cells containing the YCp-KanMX(HA-CDC28) plasmid were grown in media supplemented with 0.2 mg/ml G418.

Chromatin immunoprecipitations (ChIPs) were performed as described previously (26, 27) using 9E11 (Abcam) or 4A6 (Upstate) monoclonal antibody to the Myc epitope, monoclonal antibody to the HA epitope (12CA5, University of Utah Bioprocessing Resource), and antibody-coated magnetic beads (Pan Mouse IgG beads, Dynal Biotech). ChIP assays were analyzed by real time PCR as described previously (28). PCR primers are listed in supplemental Table S3. Each ChIP sample was first normalized to an input DNA sample and then to the ChIP signal for a control region on chromosome I. Error bars in ChIP assays reflect the standard deviation of three replicate PCRs. For cell synchrony experiments, the ChIP values were normalized so that the zero time point was 1.0. For each epitope-tagged strain used for ChIP analysis during logarithmic growth, a genetically identical untagged strain was used as control.

RT-qPCR was used to measure mRNA levels as described previously (27) using primers listed in supplemental Table S3, using either ACT1 or RDN25 RNA as the internal control. Error bars in RT-qPCR assays reflect the standard deviation of three replicate PCRs. Electrophoretic mobility shift assays were performed using in vitro translated Swi4 and recombinant Swi6 as described previously (29). Swi4 and Swi6 were expressed from plasmids pBD972 and pBD400, respectively, kindly provided by Linda Breeden. Immunoprecipitations were performed as described previously (30) using anti-HA antibody, and blots were probed with anti-Myc and anti-HA antibodies and scanned using an Odyssey Infrared Imaging System (Li-Cor Biosciences).

RESULTS

SBF Binds to HO URS1 before URS2—The SBF factor (Swi4–Swi6) is required for expression of the HO gene. We therefore used chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays to measure Swi4-Myc binding to the HO promoter. Cells were synchronized by GAL::CDC20 arrest and release, which typically results in HO expression at 40 min after the release (3). PCR primers tiled across the HO promoter were used to measure SBF binding at 0, 20, and 35 min following release (Fig. 1A). At 20 min, SBF binds to the URS1 region at approximately −1200 from the ATG, although at 35 min binding is seen at URS2. There are several surprises in these observations. First, SBF binds to URS1, although there are no recognizable SBF-binding sites in this region. Second, although SBF sites are distributed

3 The abbreviations used are: qPCR, quantitative PCR; TAF, TATA-binding protein-associated factor.
SBF binding is strongest to sites at the left end of URS2. A, DY12794 cells (GALp::CDC20 SWI4-Myc) with a GALp::CDC20 allele were synchronized in mitosis by removing galactose, followed by release by addition of galactose (t = 0). The CDC20 arrest is at the G1/M transition, and HO expression at 40 min following release corresponds to late G1 phase. SBF binding was measured by Swi4-Myc ChIP using samples taken at t = 0, 20, and 35 min following the release. ChIP samples were analyzed with 15 sets of PCR primers throughout URS2 (see map in Fig. 1A). Strong binding at 35 min is only seen near the SBF sites in the left half of URS2. Although each SBF-binding site in URS2 has the same CACGAAAA sequence, it is possible that surrounding DNA sequences play an important role in determining binding affinity. To test this idea, we performed electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) to examine in vitro binding of SBF to sites at the left (−857), middle (−461), and right (−246) parts of URS2. The EMSA signals in this assay are dependent on the presence of the recombinant Swi4 and Swi6 proteins (29). This experiment shows SBF has similar affinity for the three sites in vitro (Fig. 1B), despite the ChIP results showing strong SBF binding in vivo to the −857 region and very little binding to the −246 region (Fig. 1A). This differential binding of SBF to the sites along URS2 may be due to the nucleosome eviction at the left end of URS2 that occurs before the chromatin changes occur at the right end (3). Interestingly, time course ChIP experiments examining three regions of URS2 show that SBF binding at −729 is somewhat reduced compared with −890, and binding to the right end of URS2 (−349) is both weak and slow (Fig. 1C). This gradient of SBF binding across URS2 is consistent with the changes in chromatin structure that sweep across HO URS2 during the cell cycle (3), revealing the importance of chromatin structure in regulating SBF binding.

To explain SBF binding at URS1, we looked for potential SBF-binding sites within this region. Although there is no sequence that matches the original CACGAAAA consensus (31), the sequence CGCGTAAA present at −1166 in URS1 (supplemental Fig. S1A) is a reasonable match to the CgC-GAAA consensus derived by both biochemical and informatics approaches (32). Consistent with our results, Taba et al. (33) detected SBF binding to a 482-bp Rsal fragment from −1352 to −870. We have mutated this potential site at −1166, and SBF does not bind to URS1 in vivo in a strain with this mutation (supplemental Fig. S1B), whereas SBF binding to URS2 (supplemental Fig. S1C) and CLN2 (supplemental Fig. S1D) are largely unaffected in this same strain. HO expression levels are normal in this HO(−1166-mut) mutant, so reduced binding of SBF to URS1 does not lead to diminished transcription from this promoter (supplemental Fig. S1E). We next investigated the effect of deleting the URS2 region of HO. We constructed strains lacking the URS2 region (−929 to −172 from the ATG) in the chromosomal HO gene. ChIP experiments show equivalent Swi4 binding to URS1 at native HO and the modified HO(ΔURS2) gene (supplemental Fig. S1F), demonstrating that URS2 is not needed for SBF binding to the site at −1166. We next measured expression of this HO(ΔURS2) gene in wild type and swi6 mutant cells. The HO(ΔURS2) gene is expressed at normal levels in both cases, and thus Swi6 is not required for expression of HO(ΔURS2) (supplemental Fig. S1G), as reported previously (31). These experiments show that although SBF binding does occur at URS1, it is not required for HO activation, and SBF binding at URS2 is needed to overcome the inhibitory effect of URS2.

Coactivator Binding to the HO Promoter Is Interdependent—The Swi5 DNA-binding protein binds to HO URS1 in late M/early G1, and recruits three coactivator complexes, Swi/Snf, SAGA, and Mediator, to this far upstream region of the promoter (3). Govind et al. (34) showed that the Gcn4 activator simultaneously recruits Swi/Snf, SAGA, and Mediator to the ARG1 promoter and that mutation of one coactivator sharply reduces recruitment of the other coactivators. We therefore examined the situation for Swi5 and found that the coactivators...
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FIGURE 2. Coactivator mutations reduce coactivator binding to HO. ChIP experiments were performed with logarithmically growing untagged control strains (DY150, wild type; DY4394, ash1; DY161, swi5; DY4846, swi5 ash1; DY12761, swi2/E834K; DY9711, swi2/E834K ash1; DY5925, gcn5; DY7387, gcn5 ash1; DY5628, gal11; and DY14144, gal11 ash1), SWI2-Myc strains (DY6151, wild type; DY7403, ash1; DY9395, swi5; DY6378, swi5 ash1; DY8738, gcn5; DY8736, gcn5 ash1; DY14147, gal11; and DY14148, gal11 ash1), GCN5-Myc strains (DY7196, wild type; DY7194, ash1; DY6067, swi5; DY14137, swi5 ash1; DY12861, swi2/E834K; DY11278, swi2/E834K ash1; DY7240, gal11; and DY14140, gal11 ash1), and GAL11-Myc strains (DY6148, wild type; DY6739, ash1; DY16197, swi5; DY6741, swi5 ash1; DY12729, swi2/E834K; DY14186, swi2/E834K ash1; DY12717, gcn5; DY14142, gcn5 ash1). A binding to URS1 was measured with primers that amplify from 1429 to 1139. B, binding to URS2 was measured with primers that amplify from 825 to 489.

The mutations in subunits of the Rpd3(L) complex allow repression in daughter cells (15). We next examined whether ash1 can suppress the defects in coactivator binding caused by other coactivator mutants. Although a gcn5 mutation reduces binding of both Swi/Snf and Mediator to HO URS1, Swi/Snf and Mediator do bind to HO in the gcn5 ash1 double mutant, and thus ash1 suppresses the gcn5 defect (Fig. 2A, compare dark and light gray bars). In contrast, ash1 does not suppress the defects in coactivator binding caused by swi2 or gal11 mutations. Finally, an ash1 mutation cannot suppress a swi5 disruption eliminating the DNA-binding protein that recruits the coactivators. Gcn5 is a histone acetyltransferase and Ash1 recruits the Rpd3(L) histone deacetylase to HO URS1 (described below), and these results are consistent with histone acetylation playing a role in facilitating binding of Swi/Snf and Mediator to HO URS1. We conclude that Ash1 inhibits Swi/Snf and Mediator binding to HO, binding that is stimulated by Gcn5-dependent histone acetylation.

We also examined coactivator binding to the URS2 region of the HO promoter in various mutants (Fig. 2B). Disruption of the SWI5 gene encoding the DNA-binding protein that recognizes sites in URS1 eliminates coactivator binding to URS2, as do mutations in other coactivators. This is expected, as these mutations eliminate coactivator recruitment to URS1, and events at URS1 are a prerequisite for factor recruitment to URS2 (3). An ash1 mutation results in increased Swi/Snf and Mediator binding to URS2 and also suppresses the defects in Swi/Snf and Mediator binding at URS2 caused by a gcn5 mutation. This suggests that increased coactivator recruitment at URS1 also results in increased coactivator binding at URS2.

Ash1 recruits Rpd3(L) to the URS1 Region of the HO Promoter—Mutations in subunits of the Rpd3(L) complex allow HO transcription in the absence of normally required activators (5, 36). Additionally, mass spectroscopic analysis of purified Rpd3(L)
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complex identified peptides corresponding to Ash1 (16). Based on these results, we performed ChIP assays with synchronized Ash1-Myc and Sds3-Myc strains to examine binding of Ash1 and Rpd3(L) to the HO promoter. Sds3 is a subunit of Rpd3(L) but is absent from the Rpd3(S) complex (17). Ash1 and Rpd3(L) bind to HO URS1 with similar kinetics during the cell cycle (Fig. 3A). Rpd3(L) is recruited to the CLN1 and CLN2 genes (37), but Ash1 does not bind to these promoters (supplemental Fig. S3A) or to HO URS2 (Fig. 3A). To identify where Ash1 and Rpd3(L) bind at HO, we performed ChIP assays using log phase cells and analyzed binding using PCR primers throughout the HO promoter (Fig. 3B). Binding for each protein is centered at approximately –1200 in URS1. Binding of Rpd3(L) at the –1000 to –900 region is stronger than Ash1 binding, and we therefore examined Rpd3(L) ChIP in synchronized cells. Rpd3(L) binding to URS1 can be seen at 25 min following release, whereas binding at –900 in URS2 is only modest until 30 min (Fig. 3C). Additionally, this Rpd3(L) binding at –900 corresponds to the left half of URS2 where SBF binds (Fig. 1A), consistent with SBF recruiting Rpd3(L) to promoters (see below). Importantly, Rpd3(L) binds to HO URS1 slightly earlier in the cell cycle than to URS2 (compare Figs. 3E and 4A, wild type).

The ASH1 gene is cell cycle regulated (14), and the protein is rapidly degraded (38, 39). Thus, it seemed unlikely that Ash1 associates with Rpd3(L) throughout the cell cycle, and we investigated this question with coimmunoprecipitation experiments. We used synchronized cells to examine the interaction of Ash1-Myc with the Sin3-HA subunit of Rpd3(L) during the cell cycle (Fig. 3D). The immunoprecipitation shows the strongest Ash1-Rpd3(L) interaction at 25–30 min following release from a CDC20 arrest, shortly before both proteins were detected at URS1. The results suggest that Ash1 recruits Rpd3(L) to URS1, and Rpd3(L) binding to URS1 ends when Ash1 is degraded. In support of this idea, we find that an ash1 mutation eliminates Rpd3(L) binding to URS1 (Fig. 3E). Rpd3(L) is recruited to other genes, including CLN1 and CLN2 (37), but an ash1 mutation does not alter Rpd3(L) binding to these promoters (supplemental Fig. S3B). We conclude that Ash1 is required for Rpd3(L) binding to HO URS1 and likely recruits Rpd3(L) to this promoter region.

ash1 Mutation Affects SBF and Rpd3(L) Binding to URS2—An ash1 mutation results in a strong increase in Rpd3(L) bind-

Rpd3(L) binding to the HO promoter. Binding to URS1 and URS2 was measured with primers that amplify from –1429 to –1139 and from –825 to –489, respectively. Sds3 is a subunit specific to Rpd3(L). B, ChIP samples were prepared from logarithmically growing strains DY8312 (ASH1-Myc) and DY12247 (GALp::CDC20 SDS3-Myc) and binding was analyzed with 15 sets of PCR primers across the HO promoter. C, strain DY12247 (GALp::CDC20 SDS3-Myc) was synchronized, and ChIP samples were taken at various times following release from CDC20 arrest. Binding was analyzed with 15 sets of PCR primers across the HO promoter. URS1, URS2, Swi5-, and SBF-binding sites are shown for the HO promoter, where the ATG represents the transcription start site. D, strain DY13197 (GALp::CDC20 Ash1-Myc SIN3-HA) was synchronized, and protein samples were taken at various times following release from CDC20 arrest. Sin3-HA was immunoprecipitated with anti-HA antibody and analyzed on Western blots, along with controls corresponding to 10% of the input before immunoprecipitation, and the blots were probed with anti-HA and anti-Myc antibodies. E, strains DY12247 (GALp::CDC20 Sds3-Myc) and DY12251 (GALp::CDC20 Sds3-Myc ash1) were synchronized, and ChIP samples were taken at various times following release from CDC20 arrest. Binding to HO URS1 was measured with primers that amplify from –1429 to –1139.
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FIGURE 4. *ash1* mutation results in increased SBF and Rpd3(L) binding.

A. Strains DY12247 (GALp-CDC20 SD53-Myc) and DY12251 (GALp-CDC20 SD53-Myc *ash1*) were synchronized, and ChIP samples were taken at various times following release from CDC20 arrest. Rpd3(L) binding to HO URS2 was measured with primers that amplify from −825 to −489. Sds3 is a subunit specific to Rpd3(L). B, strains DY12794 (GALp-CDC20 SWI4-Myc) and DY12795 (GALp-CDC20 SWI4-Myc *ash1*) were synchronized, and ChIP samples were taken at 35 min following release from CDC20 arrest, when cells are in early G1. SBF binding was analyzed with 15 sets of PCR primers across the HO promoter. C, strains DY12794 (GALp-CDC20 SWI4-Myc) and DY12795 (GALp-CDC20 SWI4-Myc *ash1*) were synchronized, and ChIP samples were taken at 20 min following release from CDC20 arrest, when cells are in early G1. SBF binding was analyzed with 15 sets of PCR primers across the HO promoter. URS1, URS2, Swi5-, and SBF-binding sites are shown for the HO promoter, where the ATG represents +1 and the transcription start site is at −20.

An *ash1* mutation results in increased binding of Swi/Snf and Mediator to HO URS1 and URS2 (Fig. 2), and we hypothesized that increased Swi/Snf at HO could result in more SBF binding. SBF binding to URS2 is markedly reduced in cells with a mutation in the Swi2 subunit of the Swi/Snf chromatin remodeler (supplemental Fig. S4B), suggesting that Swi/Snf is required for SBF binding to this promoter. In contrast, the *swi2* mutation has no effect on SBF binding at CLN2 (supplemental Fig. S4C), although SBF does recruit Swi/Snf to the CLN2 promoter (supplemental Fig. S4D). Thus Swi/Snf is required for SBF to bind at the URS2 region of the HO promoter, but SBF binding to CLN2 is independent of Swi/Snf. In all likelihood, the chromatin at HO is inhibitory to SBF binding. Finally, an *ash1* mutation allows SBF to bind to HO despite a mutant Swi/Snf chromatin remodeling factor (supplemental Fig. S4B), but the *ash1* mutation has no effect on SBF binding at CLN2 (supplemental Fig. S4C) or on CLN2 expression (supplemental Fig. S4E). These results suggest that the chromatin at HO somehow inhibits SBF binding and that SBF binding is regulated in opposing fashion by Swi/Snf and Ash1-Rpd3(L).

SBF and Rpd3(L) Binding to HO URS2 Is Weak and Delayed Compared with CLN2—We have shown that there is increased binding of SBF and Rpd3(L) to URS2 in the *ash1* mutant. Additionally, SBF and Rpd3(L) appear to bind sooner to URS2 in the *ash1* mutant compared with wild type. To investigate this further, we performed ChIP experiments with synchronized cells to compare the kinetics of SBF and Rpd3(L) binding to two SBF-dependent promoters, HO and CLN2. Importantly, HO is repressed by Ash1, but CLN2 is not regulated by Ash1. Ash1 does not bind to CLN2 (supplemental Fig. S3A), and an *ash1* mutation does not affect CLN2 expression (supplemental Fig. S4E), binding of SBF to CLN2 (supplemental Fig. S3C), or binding of Rpd3(L) to CLN2 (supplemental Fig. S4A). The ChIP experiments clearly show that SBF (Fig. 5A) and Rpd3(L) (Fig. 5B) binding to HO URS2 is substantially delayed and reduced compared with their binding to CLN2. Taken with the results in Fig. 4, this suggests that Ash1 inhibits SBF binding to HO URS2, resulting in binding that is both delayed and reduced. This is in stark contrast with HO URS1, where Ash1 is responsible for recruiting Rpd3(L), revealing complex roles for Ash1 at different sites within the same promoter.

SBF and Whi5 Recruit Rpd3(L) to the URS2 Region of the HO Promoter—Rpd3(L) is recruited to URS1 by Ash1 (Fig. 3E), but Rpd3(L) recruitment to URS2 is independent of Ash1 (Fig. 4A). SBF is a good candidate for a DNA-binding factor that recruits Rpd3(L), revealing complex roles for Ash1 at different sites within the same promoter.

Stb1 and Whi5 interact with SBF and are described as inhibitors of activation by SBF (40–42). We have shown that Rpd3(L) binding to the CLN1 and CLN2 SBF-dependent genes is lost in a *whi5 stb1* double mutant (37). Using synchronized cells, we examined the effect of *stb1* and *whi5* mutations on Rpd3(L) binding to the HO promoter (supplemental Fig. S5). Although the *stb1* and *whi5* single mutations have only a minor effect on Rpd3(L) binding at HO URS1, they each reduce Rpd3(L) binding to HO URS2, especially *whi5*. Importantly, Rpd3(L) binding to HO URS2 is eliminated in the *stb1 whi5*
double mutant strain, whereas binding to HO URS1 is largely unaffected. We conclude that SBF and Whi5 are required to recruit Rpd3(L) to the URS2 region of the HO promoter.

Cdc28 Kinase Is Recruited to HO URS2—The Cdc28 CKD has long been implicated in transcriptional activation by SBF and MBF (43), and Cdc28 is recruited to SBF- and MBF-dependent promoters by Swi6 and Whi5 (37). Using ChIP assays to examine Cdc28 binding to the HO promoter in synchronized cells, we find Cdc28 binds to HO URS2 at 40 min following release from a CDC20 arrest (Fig. 6A). ChIP assays from asynchronous cells show that Cdc28 binds to the left half of URS2 (Fig. 6B); this corresponds well with the time and place of SBF binding (Fig. 1).

We also examined which factors are required for Cdc28 recruitment to HO URS2. We previously showed that a swi6 mutation (affecting SBF) or a whi5 mutation eliminates recruitment of Cdc28 to SBF-dependent promoters such as CLN2, whereas a stb1 mutation has only a modest effect (37). A similar effect is also seen at HO, although the stb1 mutation causes a greater effect at HO than at CLN2 (Fig. 6C). Mutations affecting the Swi5 DNA-binding protein and the Swi/Snf remodeler eliminate SBF binding to HO (3), and the swi5 and swi2 mutations also eliminate Cdc28 recruitment to HO (Fig. 6D). Interestingly, a gcn5 mutation affecting the histone acetyltransferase in SAGA eliminates Cdc28 recruitment (Fig. 6D) but only slightly reduces SBF binding to HO (3). Finally, a gal11 mutation affecting Mediator has only modest effects on either SBF binding (3) or Cdc28 recruitment (Fig. 6D). Importantly, these mutations do not affect Cdc28 recruitment to CLN2 (Fig. 6D).

Finally, we examined a mutation affecting the FACT chromatin reorganizing complex (44). FACT binds to HO URS2 and is required for both nucleosome eviction and gene expression (3). POB3 encodes one of the subunits of FACT, and we find that a pob3 mutation eliminates Cdc28 recruitment (Fig. 6E). A pob3 mutation also reduces SBF binding to HO URS2 (3). We conclude that factors required for SBF binding to HO are required for recruitment of the Cdc28 cyclin-dependent kinase. Whi5 and Stb1, which bind to SBF, are also required for Cdc28 recruitment.

ash1 Mutation Can Affect Events at the Distant TATA Element—The TFIID complex contains the TATA-binding protein and also TATA-binding protein-associated factors (TAFs). Some promoters are defined as TAF-dependent because they require TFIID for activation (45). In another report, the physical interaction between Swi6 and TAFs was reported (46). To determine whether HO is a TAF-dependent promoter, we examined HO expression in strains with taf1 mutations (Fig. 7A). The taf1(ΔTAND), taf1(Y570N), and taf1(N568Δ) mutations all show defects in HO expression, indicating that HO is TAF-dependent. ChIP experiments with HA-tagged TAF1 show that TFIID binds to the HO TATA element and that this binding is lost in strains with taf1 mutations (Fig. 7B).

We next constructed strains to see if mutations in negative regulators could suppress the taf1(Y570N) defect in HO expression. A whi5 mutation allows HO expression despite the taf1(Y570N) mutation (Fig. 7C). In wild type cultures, an ash1 mutation increases HO expression (Fig. 7D) and also increases
TFIID binding to the TATA (Fig. 7B), possibly because HO is expressed in both mothers and daughters (13, 14). Importantly, the defects in both HO expression (Fig. 7B) and TFIID binding (Fig. 7D) in the taf1(Y570N) mutant are suppressed by an ash1 mutation. This result is noteworthy as Ash1 binds more than 1 kb upstream of the TATA element, at a time before when TFIID is recruited (Fig. 3). We conclude that the transient binding of Ash1 to the upstream region of the HO promoter affects a distant region of the promoter, making the core promoter TAF-dependent.

**DISCUSSION**

Studies of the budding yeast HO gene have been very productive in elucidating novel mechanisms in gene regulation (3, 7, 26, 47). The gene encodes an endonuclease that must be tightly regulated as inappropriate expression could be deleterious to the cell. The promoter has evolved to be tightly repressed, with multiple activators and coactivators required to overcome this repression. HO has two distinct promoter regions that function sequentially during the cell cycle (3). At URS1, the Swi5 DNA-binding factor recruits the Swi/Snf, SAGA, and Mediator coactivators that affect changes in chromatin structure. These effects at URS1 are somehow then transmitted to the downstream URS2 region, where chromatin changes permit the SBF DNA-binding factor to bind, recruit coactivators, and finally activate transcription. SBF is held in an inactive form by the Whi5 and Stb1 corepressors (40–42); this inhibition is overcome by the Cdc28 cyclin-dependent kinase, which we show is recruited to the HO promoter by its substrates Whi5 and Stb1 (Fig. 6).

**HO** expression is under three distinct types of regulation, as the gene is cell cycle regulated, it is expressed in haploid cells but not in diploids, and it is expressed in mother cells but not in daughter cells. This asymmetric expression of HO only in mother cells is determined by the Ash1 protein, which accumulates primarily in daughter cells and blocks HO expression there (13, 14). However, Ash1 does not accumulate exclusively in daughter cells, and regulation of HO in mother cells is significantly different in ASH1 and ash1 cells (35).

**FIGURE 6. Cdc28 kinase is recruited to HO URS2.** A, strain DY6669 (GALp::CDC20 SWI4-Myc) with HA-CDC28 on a YCp-KanMX plasmid was synchronized, and ChIP samples were taken at various times following release from CDC20 arrest. Cdc28 binding to HO URS2 was measured with primers that amplify from −825 to −489. B, ChIP samples prepared from logarithmically growing strain DY150 with either a YCp-KanMX(HA-CDC28) plasmid or an empty YCp-KanMX vector were synchronized, and Cdc28 binding was analyzed with 15 sets of PCR primers across the HO promoter. URS1-, URS2-, Swi5-, and SBF-binding sites are shown for the HO promoter, where the ATG represents +1 and the transcription start site is at −20. C, ChIP experiments were performed with logarithmically growing control strains (DY150, wild type; DY6999, swi6; DY13454, stb1; DY9559, whi5; and DY13640, stb1 whi5) and CDC28-Myc strains (DY13020, wild type; DY13723, swi6; DY13729, stb1; DY13731, whi5; and DY13733, stb1 whi5). Cdc28 binding to HO URS2 was measured with primers that amplify from −825 to −489. D, ChIP experiments were performed with logarithmically growing untagged control strains (DY150, wild type; DY13723, swi6; DY13729, stb1; DY13731, whi5; and DY13733, stb1 whi5) and CDC28-Myc strains (DY13020, wild type; DY13723, swi6; DY13729, stb1; DY13731, whi5; and DY13733, stb1 whi5). Cdc28 binding to HO URS2 was measured with primers that amplify from −825 to −489 and binding to CLN2 with primers that amplify from −661 to −379. E, ChIP experiments were performed with logarithmically growing untagged control strains (DY150, wild type; DY7379, pob3(sL78R)) and CDC28-Myc strains (DY13020, wild type; DY13527, pob3(sL78R)), grown at 25°C. Cdc28 binding to HO URS2 was measured with primers that amplify from −825 to −489.
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Repressive Chromatin at the HO Promoter

Ash1 associates with Rpd3(L) for only a brief period during G1, and ChIP experiments show Ash1 recruits Rpd3(L) to HO URS1 at this time (Fig. 3). Additionally, we show that Rpd3(L) is recruited twice to the HO promoter during the cell cycle, first to URS1 by Ash1, and subsequently to URS2 by Whi5 and Stb1, which interact with the SBF DNA-binding protein. Rpd3(L) recruitment to the two promoter regions is independent, as an ash1 mutation only eliminates binding to URS1, whereas Rpd3(L) binding to URS2 is specifically eliminated in a whi5 stb1 mutant.

SBF is thought to be the proximal transcription factor for HO activation. Here, we show several unusual features of SBF binding to the URS2 region of the HO promoter. First, although there are eight binding sites for SBF distributed throughout the 700-bp URS2 region, ChIP experiments show that in vivo SBF binds primarily to sites only at the left end of URS2 (Fig. 1). Electrophoretic mobility shift assays show that SBF binds equally well in vitro to sites at the left and right ends of URS2, suggesting that chromatin structure restricts access to the right half of URS2. This idea is consistent with the sequential chromatin changes that occur along the promoter during the cell cycle, with eviction of nucleosomes from the left end of URS2 occurring before eviction at the right end (3). Second, SBF binding to HO is much slower and weaker than at CLN2, another SBF-dependent promoter (Fig. 5). These results are consistent with chromatin inhibiting SBF binding to HO, especially because the SBF-binding sites at the CLN2 promoter are in a nucleosome-depleted region (48). Finally, URS2 binding by SBF, as well as by the Rpd3(L) corepressor recruited by SBF, is markedly increased in an ash1 mutant (Fig. 4). Ash1 binds at approximately −1200 bp in URS1, yet it markedly affects SBF binding at URS2, at a region from −850 to −650 bp. Thus Ash1, bound at URS1, affects SBF binding at URS2, some 450 bp away, suggesting interactions between these two regions of the promoter.

The first event in HO activation is binding of the Swi5 DNA-binding protein to two sites in URS1. Swi5 recruits three coactivator complexes, Swi/Snf, SAGA, and Mediator, causing changes in chromatin structure. We show that mutations affecting any one of the coactivators reduces binding of the other two, and thus binding of the coactivators is interdependent (Fig. 2). Such interdependence of coactivator binding has been seen at other promoters (12, 49). We suggest that chromatin structure at HO is strongly inhibitory, and mutual action by the coactivators is needed to overcome the repressive environment. Interestingly, Ace2, which has a DNA binding specificity nearly identical to that of Swi5 and binds to the HO promoter in vitro, does not bind to HO in vivo and thus does not activate HO expression (27, 51). This result is consistent with the idea of an unusually repressive chromatin structure at HO, as it suggests that the binding and activation capabilities of Swi5 require more than accessibility of its binding site. Binding of Cat8 to some promoters is reduced by coactivator mutations (12), and thus we considered the idea that coactivators assist Swi5 in binding at HO, whereas Ace2 cannot bind because it does not get coactivator help. However, Swi5 binding to HO is unaffected by mutations in these coactivators (supplemental Fig. S2). Finally, it is believed that Mediator serves as a bridge
between upstream activator proteins and the basic polymerase II machinery (52, 53), and thus a role for Mediator at URS1 at a time when polymerase is absent from the promoter remains enigmatic.

Binding of the Swi/Snf and Mediator coactivators to HO URS1 is increased in an ash1 mutant (Fig. 2). Coactivator recruitment to HO URS1 is interdependent in ASH1 cells, as any single coactivator modification reduces binding of the other coactivators. Swi/Snf and Mediator binding to URS1 is sharply reduced in a gcn5 mutant, but binding is significantly restored in a gcn5 ash1 double mutant. Thus, ash1 suppresses the defect in Swi/Snf and Mediator binding caused by a gcn5 mutation. Ash1 recruits the Rpd3(L) histone deacetylase to HO URS1, whereas GCN5 encodes a histone acetyltransferase, and thus it is reasonable that Ash1 and Gcn5 would act in opposition. This suggests that binding of Swi/Snf and Mediator to HO URS1 is facilitated by histone acetylation.

The Swi2 subunit of Swi/Snf contains a bromodomain, providing a possible mechanism, as bromodomains bind acetylated lysines present on histones (54–56). Mediator interacts directly with nucleosomes (57), although its binding is not known to be affected by histone acetylation. Interestingly, a multicopy plasmid with ASH1 can suppress a temperature-sensitive mutation occurred in the previous cell cycle. Ash1 is an unstable protein late M/early G1, at 20 min following release from a CDC20 arrest (3). Swi/Snf, SAGA, and Mediator are recruited to the URS1 region of the HO promoter, the TATA element TAF-dependent? Although it is possible that the URS1 region where Ash1 binds interacts with the TATA element, the effect can also be explained by our observation that an ash1 mutation results in increased binding of SBF at URS2 (Fig. 4B), as well as increased binding by Swi/Snf and Mediator (Fig. 2B). The TAF dependence of a promoter could therefore be a consequence of the amount of binding by transcription factors and coactivators. Finally, global studies of gene regulation find that most promoters can be categorized as either SAGA-dependent or TFIID-dependent (45). In contrast, transcriptional activation at the HO promoter, at least in an ASH1 strain, requires both SAGA and TFIID. This may reflect the uniquely repressive nature of this promoter, such that both SAGA and TFIID are required to overcome this repression.
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